Meeting was called to order at 9:30 by Chairman Osgood.

20 individuals were in attendance, most of attendance was local 125 1st year apprentices and Liam Williams the apprentice that we sponsored for Conference in Reno.

Approval of the previous meeting was motioned and approved.

Treasurers report was given and approved.

**Agenda Items**

Amendment books- State will not be printing booklets and will not be sending any out to individuals.

Mechanical Test- The State has started to test on the 2018 IMC, and the state has started testing on the 2018 UPC as of November 18th, 2019.

2021 Code Review- The state by statute has 6 months to adopt after printing. The code committee will start as so as they get a copy in hand.

CEU classes- Classes are going well with great attendance and feedback from attendees. Other classes are filling up and will remain scheduled.

Grease Interceptor venting- Discussion about when a vent was needed, code requires only if the interceptor could become air bound.

Commercial laundries- Discussion on if they needed Engineered drawling’s since the code doesn’t spell out how large laundries are to be sized, Chapter 1 still allows the inspectors to ask for documentation, calculations and drawings to be submitted.

Gas valve location- Discussion on locations of gas valves between NFPA and UPC. The majority still require it within 6’ even if connected to a manifold.

Circuit venting and Island venting was also discussed.

**Upcoming dates**


Adjournment